“Welcome to the Rhythmic Lizard Moon! This is the 6th Moon of the Planetary Service Wavespell, holding the
power of Rhythmic Equality.
As we make our way to the solstice and year anniversary of December 21 it is good to pause, review and
reflect on the changes in our lives over the past 365 days.
The Harmonic Convergence of 1987 began a 26-year cycle of resonant awakening of our planet in
anticipation of a new galactic beam. This new galactic beam is meant to elevate us into a unified planetary
intelligence field known as the noosphere. The new energy is now streaming in – but the choice is ours
whether or not to open to this new energy.
In the pulsar geometry, the sixth tone is the second tone in the 1st-dimensional life pulsar where we
command equality and administer challenge. This pulsar concludes in the 10th Moon (Planetary) when we
manifest and meet the challenge.

The key challenge is recognize who we really are

and then act accordingly.

We are the intermediaries between heaven and earth. As intermediaries we pass through different evolutive
stages, the ultimate being the full reunion with GOD (Galactic Ordering Dynamic). From a scientific
perspective, God can be viewed as the Supreme Entity that rules the entire electromagnetic field.
As the final part of the prophecy of Pacal Votan, came the 441 cube matrix. 4 x 41 = 164. Kin 164, Yellow
Galactic Seed (the current year-bearer) opened us to the new galactic beam (7.26.2013). This new beam
carries pure currents of cosmic intelligence that the mind-field of our planet is now afforded access to.
New information loads and knowledge are now being ciphered through this beam that contains all
potentialities for a new holographic movie and Earth script to unfold. "The future belongs to those who believe
in the beauty of their dreams." (Eleanor Roosevelt).
To access this new beam requires a continuous practice of "inquiring within."
From the inner realm fresh perspective are derived. Through the inner eye we see that all the wars we have
fought and continue to fight are a past hologram projected into our present moment. By returning collectively
to the present moment, spontaneous healing is possible.

As this Rhythmic Moon coincides with the Gregorian New year, our task this moon is to remember the future:
the Future of the New Time. In the new time, there is no war. There is no pollution. There is no poverty.
Peace prevails and love, synchronicity and imagination reign.
In the New Time we are given the facilities to create a new culture: galactic culture: a culture of wholeness, a
culture of light, a culture of all-inclusive peace that recognizes our place in the cosmos.”
SPECIAL SYNCHRONIC NOTE: This year "Christmas Eve" falls on Blue Electric Eagle. It was on Blue
Electric Eagle that Hiroshima was bombed in 1945, and four decades later in a synchronized ceremonial act
of magic it was again Blue Electric Eagle on the Harmonic Convergence of 1987 - first globally synchronized
meditation, and which was like a harmonic 4D injection into the karmic error of Hiroshima.
The occult or hidden power of Blue Electric Eagle is White Spectral Worldbridger - Japan on the Planet
Holon, as well as the day before 21 Dec 2012...

Taken from the Noos-letter of the Law of Time

In relation to the 2 wavespells of the year, that of the Red Galactic Earth, attracting the power of
navigation and being able to flow in synchronicity, and the wavespell of the Red Magnetic Moon,
attracting the power of purification and the possibility to redeem the theft of Time, this sixth moon relates
to the sixth step of the wavespells, the white rhytmic wind and and the white rhythmic wizard. We have
the chance to bring rhythm to our breath and while we balance and organize what comes as
communication from the spirit we can be in timelessness and be receptive and enchant in order to
equalize.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibriums 2, 14 and 6. We ca be as the High
Priestess that tunes in to a communication that comes from the spirit and passes through her as the breath
does and connect to the star within. Breathing in the star we can reactivate our hologram and from a point
of receptivity to the essence within we can enchant. The energy bottle will give us concentration and
focus in organizing what needs to be done and will equalize the inner male and female-

